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projectsam offer a range of free instruments for sequencers which allow you to apply the sound of project sam instruments to simple and complex sequences, creating stunning
pads, basses, pads, leads, leads, guitar chords and even drum sequences. by simply assigning any of the symphobia patches to a sample and controlling the speed at which they
play (such as at half speed for a pad, double for a lead or bassline or even thrice the normal speed for a chopped guitar lick), you can customise a track with an authentic sound.

while many composers have found the free project sam instruments to be more than enough, a range of custom editable instruments with pad sample replacement and
independent parameters are also included as a bonus. so, have a listen, and start creating your own music! it may be free, but dont expect them to force-feed you with useless

presets designed to make your life a living hell. projectsam include a wealth of creative patches and resources for kontakt and halion users, including a selection of custom musical
effects, and a set of macros that allow the user to sync up moving accents, crossfades and stutter effects to the drums and background tracks. the insane choice of kontakt patches
for percussion is also extremely useful, and even includes a selection of drone synth patchas well as a selection of configurable orchestrations and vocalisations. indeed, it's one of
the best choices of free samples you will ever find. following on from the epic mk2 orchestral series, oee is releasing the third instalment of its free bundle. from the archive, this

joint bundle includes free kontakt and halion instrument and effect instrument racks, a multis patch, dozens of presets, plus over 30 free kontakt loops. the mix-up is split into two
sections for you to purchase separately. the six kontakt instruments include a selection of orchestral sound samples, plus samples of instruments like saws, articulations, sound

effects and even free a/b/x kontakt loops from the archive. the mix-up also includes two halion instruments, a selection of free presets and over 30 kontakt loops. these include midi
and a/b/x kontakt patches of hi-hats, kick drums, fx, synth basses, synth brass, percussion, voices, brass and strings loops and more.
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all of the sample instruments in
symphobia are available for

download here. the downloads
feature a link to download the

complete file in a single zip file,
which makes it easier to use with

an application like steinbergs
cubase, but you can just unzip

the files to get individual samples
on your hard disk. the file sizes

range from around 1mb to a
massive 10.3gb, and the details

on the files refer to the
instrument name and the source.
this information will help you to
decide which instruments suit
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your needs best and you can
download whichever you like. you

can get the entire orchestral
projectsam collection for free. if
you need more than the single

orchestral set, you can buy other
instrument collections on the

projectsam website. the
individual instruments in each of

these collections are also
available for free. projectsams

symphobia series comes with all
the instruments broken down into
sections. the section names refer

to the musical themes, so tutti
strings is the section containing
all the strings. a five-part synth
bass is a section that contains
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five individual bass lines. and so
on. the sound files can be loaded
into the kontakt player using the
instruments folder. the installer
files are.msi files, so they are

easy to install. simply double-click
the.msi file to start the install. if

you want to make sure
everything is working before you
start tweaking the settings, you

can run the installer without
installing the files on your hard
disk. a shortcut to the kontakt

player is provided, but if you need
a shortcut to the actual kontakt
sampler program, youll have to
download that separately. after

the install, youll be asked to
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restart the computer. after the
restart, youll be able to access
the kontakt player and you can
load the files into it to work out
the best settings for your own

music. 5ec8ef588b
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